Revenue Optimizer
Actionable insights to maximize revenue

Key Features:

MDaudit Enterprise presents Revenue Optimizer, a rich
new data analysis toolset powered by Augmented Intelligence (AI) to bring speed to insights and transparency on
root cause of denials. Harness the power of analytics to help
your organization mitigate avoidable denials and maximize
revenue opportunities.

Visualizations of denial trends
Drill down capabilities across 30+
denial attributes, rapidly across
millions of rows of data

A Continuum of Analytics Capabilities

Curated Pinboards —
Insights leading to outcomes

Revenue Optimizer helps healthcare organizations
across coding, billing compliance and revenue integrity
departments make more informed decisions and take
more effective actions to avoid risk and maximize
revenue. Personnel at every level of your organization—
from executives to mid-level management to line level
analysts and more—will benefit from Revenue Optimizer's
versatility, ease of use and depth of features.

Natural Language Search (NLS)
capabilities for customized
visualizations and insights

Authorization, referral, pre-cert info

Eligibility, registration

Information needed

Billing

Informational

Mobile app capabilities for
executives
Integration to auditing workflows
within MDaudit Enterprise

Bundling

Coding

Medical necessity/service level
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Credentialing

Duplicate

Non covered

Timely filing

REVENUE OPTIMIZER offers business insights with ease and precision at a very high level, with
continuous updates and improvements bringing value to your organization in 5 key areas:

Track CMI
(case mix index)
• Elective surgery trends
and average lag days
from denial resubmission to adjudication.
• Manage trends and
overall financial
performance across
payers year-over-year
and year-to-date.

Monitor and predict
denial trends by various
functional areas such as:
• Patient access
• Coding
• Compliance and patient
financial service over
multiple years to manage revenue risks.

Revenue Optimizer Executive Overview with Drilldown.

Identify risk areas
and take corrective
action by performing
audits to enable cash
acceleration.

Detect anomalies and
outliers in your data
that are barriers to your
revenue integrity.

T rack HCC (hierarchical
conditional category)
and COVID -19 related
denials to maximize value
based reimbursements.

